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Overview
• Enclosures with EMC shielding
• Negligible mechanical tolerances
• Front panels with integrated HF spring seals
• Individual design
• Solution with propac case

Precision and Quality a High Priority
The Carl Zeiss Group recently introduced a new laser scanning microscope 
that sets a new standard in fluorescent microscopy. The demanding 
electronics for the appliance were developed together with Hema and 
assembled in a cabinet by Schroff. 

Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany, is a leading global group of companies 
in the optical and opto-electronic industry. The recently introduced high-
end laser scanning microscope LSM 510 META offers significantly improved 
capabilities, especially for users in the biomedical research sector. This is 
thanks to a new detection process that uncovers the complex relationships 
and interactions of cellular structures and components which the LSM 510 
META can follow in living cells and tissue. Further, the appliance can be 
used for the research of structural surfaces like metals. In this application, 
it delivers information about chemical make-up, mechanical stress and 
structural amalgamation.

Hema, based in Aalen, Germany, specializes in the development and manufacturing of electronic components 
and systems for use in equipment and machinery in industrial production, research and development. 

Universal Enclosure with EMC Shielding
Hema chose the proven 19-in. industry standard for this project which allows variable assembly for the different 
microscope types available at Zeiss. In principle, the control is based on a unified enclosure platform, a 6U VME 
backplane, power supply, as well as varying boards by Hema. With Schroff’s propac offering, Zeiss and Hema 
chose a universal and economical enclosure that can be used as a table-top, tower or portable version. The case 
consists of a one-part, aluminum die-cast front frame to which aluminum side panels are screwed. Schroff’s 
precise manufacturing with negligible tolerances guarantees an extremely stable assembly—a critical factor 
when dealing with EMC compatibility. 
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To protect the microscope electronics from high-frequency 
electromagnetic radiation interference and to avoid emissions, a 
closed shield must be created, and the case must have the smallest 
openings possible. Shielding up to 1 GHz should have slots smaller 
than 1/10 of the wavelength in most applications to ensure the 
enclosure is sufficiently sealed. The general process is to connect the 
side, top and base panels to each other conductively. Here the rule 
applies, “the smaller the mechanical tolerances of the individual parts, 
the better the continuous conductivity.” Even if the enclosure (with all 
cover plates) forms a well-shielded system, under no circumstances 

can the front panels be forgotten. One opening at the front or two neighboring front panels without EMC seals 
can ruin the rest of the measurements. At Hema, the Schroff front panels with integrated HF spring seals were 
used. With regard to LCDs or glass elements, sufficient shielding can be guaranteed with numerous solutions on 
the market that are interspersed with metal fibers.

Fire Protection and Individual Design Incorporated
The side panels of Schroff’s propac offering have a 10-mm hole mounting pitch which facilitates the internal 
assembly according to IEC 60297-3. Furthermore, screw channels in the side panels make mounting chassis 
plates much easier without needing threaded inserts or screws.

In terms of airflow, the case has free spaces above and below the assembled 19-in. subracks which guarantee 
sufficient airflow even when backplanes and EMC shielding has been built-in. Various fans for cooling the 
microscope electronics are integrated into the rear panel. The cool air is taken in through perforations at the 
base, flows to the top via the boards and is expelled at the rear.

Zeiss notes that a marked noise reduction was achieved when additional 
openings for the airflow were added to the backplane. Here, too, the 
Fire Protection Standard EN60950 must be observed. It stipulates that 
in case of a fire, no melting plastic is allowed to drip from the subrack—
meaning that no holes larger than 2-mm are permitted. Schroff has such 
a perforated base plinth as well as a metal mesh drip guard for plastic.

As standard Schroff offers customer-specific design elements for its 
propac case which lets the user provide individual features to their 
enclosures. For Zeiss, the use of Schroff’s solution meant avoiding time-consuming and expensive re-spraying: it 
simply chose decorative strips in Zeiss blue.
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About Schroff
Schroff, a Pentair Technical Products brand, is a world leader in electronics packaging design and fabrication 
offering a wide range of innovative and high-quality standard products: 19” cabinets, subracks, cases, 
backplanes, motherboards and microcomputer systems. Modifications required by our customers are carried 
out by Schroff integration services. For over 40 years Schroff has been a synonym for quality and competence in 
19” technology. Modern production facilities and an extensive quality control system guarantee the outstanding 
quality standard of Schroff products. Extensive continuing education programs plus the experience gained 
from numerous international projects make the technical qualifications and motivation of Schroff employees an 
integral component in the company’s activities.

About Pentair Technical Products
Supporting the world’s drive to continually improve living standards with nearly $1B in sales in 2010, Pentair 
Technical Products is the leading provider of worldwide product and service solutions for enclosing, protecting 
and cooling electrical and electronic systems. Its industry-leading brands, Hoffman™, McLean™ and Schroff™, 
provide a broad variety of standard, modified and engineered solutions to the industrial, communications, 
energy, infrastructure, electronics, commercial, medical, security and defense markets. 
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